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Abstract: This paper presents the first attempt at using
neural networks for sentiment analysis in Czech. The neu-
ral networks have shown very good results on sentiment
analysis in English, thus we adapt them to the Czech en-
vironment. We first perform experiments on two English
corpora to allow comparability with the existing state-of-
the-art methods for sentiment analysis in English. Then
we explore the effectiveness of using neural networks on
four Czech corpora. We show that the networks achieve
promising results however there is still much room for im-
provement especially on the Czech corpora.
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1 Introduction

The current approaches to sentiment analysis in English
explore various neural network architectures (e.g. [1, 2,
3]). We try to replicate the results shown in [1] and adapt
the proposed architecture to the sentiment analysis task in
Czech – a highly inflectional Slavic language. To the best
of our knowledge, neural networks have not been used for
the sentiment analysis task in Czech.

The goal of aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is
to identify the aspects of a given target entity and estimate
the sentiment polarity for each mentioned aspect, while the
general goal of sentiment analysis is to detect the polarity
of a text. In this work we will focus on polarity detection
on various levels (texts, sentences, and aspects).

In recent years the aspect-based sentiment analysis has
undergone rapid development mainly because of competi-
tive tasks such as SemEval 2014 - 2016 [4, 5, 6].

Aspect-based sentiment analysis firstly identifies the as-
pects of target entity and then assigns a polarity to each
aspect. There are several ways to define aspects and polar-
ities.

The definition of the ABSA task from SemEval 2014
distinguishes two types of aspect-based sentiment: aspect
terms and aspect categories. The whole task is divided into
four subtasks.

• Aspect Term Extraction (TE) – identify aspect
terms.

Our server checked on us maybe twice during the

entire meal.
→ {server, meal}

• Aspect Term Polarity (TP) – determine the polarity
of each aspect term.

Our server checked on us maybe twice during the

entire meal.

→ {server: negative, meal: neutral}

• Aspect Category Extraction (CE) – identify (prede-
fined) aspect categories.

Our server checked on us maybe twice during the

entire meal.

→ {service}

• Aspect Category Polarity (CP) – determine the po-
larity of each (pre-identified) aspect category.

Our server checked on us maybe twice during the

entire meal.

→ {service: negative}

The later SemEval’s ABSA tasks (2015 and 2016) fur-
ther distinguish between more detailed aspect categories
and associate aspect terms (targets) with aspect categories.

The current ABSA task - SemEval 2016 [6] has three
subtasks: Sentence-level (SB1), Text-level (SB2) and Out-
of-domain ABSA (SB3). The subtasks are further divided
into three slots. The following example is from the training
data (including the typographical error).

• 1) Aspect Category Detection – identify (prede-
fined) aspect category – entity and attribute (E#A)
pair.

The pizza is yummy and I like the atmoshpere.

→ {FOOD#QUALITY, AMBIENCE#GENERAL}

• 2) Opinion Target Expression (OTE) – extract the
OTE referring to the reviewed entity (aspect cate-
gory).

The pizza is yummy and I like the atmoshpere.
→ {pizza, atmoshpere}

• 3) Sentiment Polarity – assign polarity (positive,
negative, and neutral) to each identified E#A, OTE
tuple.

The pizza is yummy and I like the atmoshpere.

→ {FOOD#QUALITY - pizza: positive,

AMBIENCE#GENERAL - atmoshpere: positive}
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In this work we will focus on the sentiment polarity
task on aspect-level and document-level1 for Czech and
English. In terms of the SemEval 2014 task it is the As-
pect Term Polarity and Aspect Category Polarity (TP and
CP) subtasks. In terms of the SemEval 2016 task it is the
Sentence-level Sentiment Polarity subtask.

Our main goal is to measure the difference between the
previous results and the new results achieved by neural
network architectures.

2 Related Work

2.1 Sentiment Analysis in Czech

Initial research on Czech sentiment analysis has been done
in [7, 8, 9, 10]. However they used only small news
datasets and because of the small data size no strong con-
clusions can be drawn.

The first extensive evaluation of Czech sentiment anal-
ysis was done by Habernal et al. in [11]. Three different
classifiers, namely Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines
and Maximum Entropy classifiers were tested on large-
scale labeled corpora (Facebook posts, movie reviews, and
product reviews). In [12] they further experimented with
feature selection methods.

Habernal and Brychcin [13] used semantic spaces (see
[14]) created from unlabeled data as an additional source
of information to improve results. Brychcin and Habernal
[15] explored the benefits of the global target context and
outperformed the previous unsupervised approach.

The first attempt at aspect-based sentiment analysis in
Czech was presented in [16]. This work provides an anno-
tated corpus of 1244 sentences from the restaurant reviews
domain and a baseline ABSA model. Hercig et al. [17] ex-
tended the dataset from [16], nearly doubling its size and
presented results using several unsupervised methods for
word meaning representation.

The work in [18] creates a dataset in the domain of IT
product reviews. This dataset contains 200 annotated sen-
tences and 2000 short segments, both annotated with sen-
timent and marked aspect terms (targets) without any cate-
gorization and sentiment toward the marked targets. Using
5-fold cross validation on the aspect term extraction task
(TE) they achieved 65.79% F-measure on the short seg-
ments and 30.27% F-measure on the long segments.

2.2 Neural Networks and Sentiment Analysis

First attempt to estimate sentiment using a neural network
was presented in [19]. The authors propose using Active
Deep Networks which is a semi-supervised algorithm. The
network is based on Restricted Boltzmann Machines. The
approach is evaluated on several review datasets contain-
ing an earlier version of the movie review dataset created

1For the English RT dataset and Czech Facebook dataset it can be
also called the sentence-level.

by Pang and Lee [20]. It outperforms the state of the art
approaches on these datasets.

Ghiassi et al. [21] use Dynamic Artificial Network for
sentiment analysis of Tweets. The network uses n-gram
features and creates a Twitter-specific lexicon. The ap-
proach is compared to Support Vector Machines classifier
and achieves better results.

Socher et al. [2] utilizes a Recursive Neural Tensor Net-
work trained on the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST).
The network is tested on the binary sentiment classifica-
tion and on the fine-grained (continuous number from 0 to
1) sentiment polarity scale. It outperforms the state of the
art methods on both tasks.

A Deep Convolutional Neural Network is utilized for
sentiment classification in [3]. Classification accuracies of
48.3% (5 sentiment levels) and 85.7% (binary) on the the
SST dataset are achieved.

Several papers propose more general neural networks
used for NLP tasks that are tested also on sentiment
datasets. One of such methods is presented in [1]. A
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture is pro-
posed and tested on several datasets such as Movie Review
(MR) dataset and SST. The tasks were sentiment classifi-
cation (binary or 5 sentiment levels), subjectivity classifi-
cation (subjective/objective) and question type classifica-
tion. It proved state-of-the-art performance on all datasets.

In [22] a Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network is
proposed. A concept of dynamic k-max pooling is used in
this network. It is tested on sentiment analysis and ques-
tion classification tasks.

The authors of [23] propose two CNNs for ontology
classification, sentiment analysis and single-label docu-
ment classification. Their networks are composed of 9
layers out of which 6 are convolutional layers and 3 fully-
connected layers with different numbers of hidden units
and frame sizes. They show that the proposed method
significantly outperforms the baseline approaches (bag of
words) on English and Chinese corpora.

3 Data

In this work we use two types of corpora:

• Aspect-level for the ABSA task and

• Document-level for the sentiment polarity task.

The properties of these corpora are shown in Table 1.
The English Aspect-level datasets come from the SemEval
ABSA tasks. Although we show properties of the datasets
from previous years, we report results only on the latest
datasets from the SemEval 2016.

We do not use the Czech IT product datasets because
of its small size and because no results for the sentiment
polarity task have been reported using these datasets so
far. The Czech Facebook dataset has a label for bipolar
sentiment which we discard, similarly to the original pub-
lication.
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Table 1: Properties of the aspect-level and document-level corpora in terms of the number of sentences, average length
of sentences (number of words), and numbers of positive, negative, neutral and bipolar labels.

Aspect-level Sentiment Dataset Sentences Average Length Positive Negative Neutral
English 2016 Laptops train + test 3.3k 14 2.1k 1.4k 0.2k
English 2016 Restaurants train + test 2.7k 13 2.3k 1k 0.1k
English 2015 Restaurants train + test 2k 13 1.7k 0.7k 0.1k
Czech Restaurant reviews 2.15k 14 2.6k 2.5k 1.2k
Czech IT product reviews short 2k 6 1k 1k –
Czech IT product reviews long 0.2k 144 0.1k 0.1k –
Document-level Sentiment Dataset Sentences Average Length Positive Negative Neutral Bipolar
English RT Movie reviews 10.7k 21 5.3k 5.3k – –
Czech CSFD Movie reviews 91.4k 51 30.9k 29.7k 30.8k –
Czech MALL Product reviews 145.3k 19 103k 10.4k 31.9k –
Czech Facebook posts 10k 11 2.6k 2k 5.2k 0.2k

For all experiments we use 10-fold cross validation in
cases where there are no designated test and train data
splits.

4 System

The proposed sentiment classification system can be di-
vided into two modules. The first one serves for data pre-
processing and creates the data representation while the
second one performs the classification. The classification
module utilizes three different neural network architec-
tures. All networks use the same preprocessing.

4.1 Data Preprocessing and Representation

The importance of data preprocessing has been proven in
many NLP tasks. The first step in our preprocessing chain
is removing the accents similarly to [12] and converting
the text to lower case. This process may lead to loss of
some information but we include it due to the fact that the
data we use are collected from the Internet and therefore
it may contain grammatical errors, misspellings and could
be written either with or without accents. Finally, all num-
bers are replaced with one common token. We also per-
form stemming utilizing the High Precision Stemmer [24].

The input feature of the neural networks is a sequence
of words in the document represented using the one hot
encoding. A dictionary is first created from the training
set. It contains a specified number of most frequent words.
The words are then represented by their indexes in the dic-
tionary. The words that are not in the dictionary are as-
signed a reserved "Out of dictionary" index. An important
issue is the variable length of classified sentences. There-
fore, we cut the longer ones and pad the shorter ones to a
fixed length. The padding token has also a reserved in-
dex. We use dictionary size 20,000 in all experiments.
The sentence length was set to 50 in all experiments with
document-level sentiment. We set the sequence length to
11 in the aspect-level sentiment experiments.

4.2 CNN 1

This network was proposed by Kim in [1]. It is a modifica-
tion of the architecture proposed in [25]. The first layer is
the embedding one. It learns a word vector of fixed length
k for each word. We use k = 300 in all experiments. It
uses one convolutional layer which is composed of a set
of filters of size n× k which means that it is applied on
sequence of n words and the whole word vector (k is the
length of the word vector). The application of such filters
results in a set of feature maps (results after applying the
convolutional filters to the input matrix). Kim proposes to
use multiple filter sizes (n = 3,4,5) and utilizes 100 fil-
ters of each size. Rectified linear units (Relu) are used as
activation function, drop-out rate is set to 0.5 and the mini-
batch size is 50. After this step, a max-over-time pooling is
applied on each feature map and thus the most significant
features are extracted. The selection of one most impor-
tant feature from each feature map is supposed to ensure
invariance to the sentence length. The max pooling layer
is followed by a fully connected softmax layer which out-
puts the probability distribution over labels. There are four
approaches to the training of the embedding layer:

• 1) Word vectors trained from scratch (randomly ini-
tialized)

• 2) Static word2vec [26] vectors

• 3) Non-static vectors (initialized by word2vec and
then fine tuned)

• 4) Multichannel (both random initialized and pre-
trained by word2vec).

The hyper-parameters of the network was set on the de-
velopment set from SST-2 dataset2. We use identical con-
figuration in our experiments to allow comparability. We
implemented only the basic – randomly initialized version
of word embeddings. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of
the network.

2Stanford Sentiment Treebank with neutral reviews removed and bi-
nary labels
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Figure 1: Architecture of the convolutional network CNN1

4.3 CNN 2

The architecture of this network was designed according
to [27] where it is successfully used for multi-label docu-
ment classification.

Contrary to the work of Kim [1] this network uses just
one size of the convolutional kernels and not the combina-
tion of several sizes. The kernels have only 1 dimension
(1D) while Kim have used larger 2 dimensional kernels.
It was proven on the document classification task that the
simple 1D kernels give better results than the 2D ones.

The input of the network is a vector of word indexes as
described in Section 4.1. The first layer is an embedding
layer which represents each input word as a vector of a
given length. The document is thus represented as a matrix
with l rows and k columns where k is the length of embed-
ding vectors. The embedding length is set to 300. The next
layer is the convolutional one. We use nc convolution ker-
nels of the size lk×1 which means we do 1D convolution
over one position in the embedding vector over lk input
words. The size k is set to 3 (aspect-level sentiment) and 5
(document-level sentiment) in our experiments and we use
nc = 32 kernels. The following layer performs max pool-
ing over the length l− lk +1 resulting in nn 1× k vectors.
The output of this layer is then flattened and connected
with the output layer containing either 2 or 3 nodes (num-
ber of sentiment labels). Figure 2 shows the architecture
of the network.

4.4 LSTM

The word sequence is the input to an embedding layer
same as for the CNNs. We use the embedding length of
300 in all experiments. The word embeddings are then
fed to the recurrent LSTM layer with 128 hidden neurons.
Dropout rate of 0.5 is then applied and the final state of the

LSTM layer is connected with the softmax output layer.
The network architecture is depicted in Figure 3.

4.5 Tools

We used Keras [28] for implementation of all above men-
tioned neural networks. It is based on the Theano deep
learning library [29]. It has been chosen mainly because
of good performance and our previous experience with this
tool. All experiments were computed on GPU to achieve
reasonable computation times.

5 Experiments

Results on RT movie dataset [30] (10662 sentences, 2
classes) confirm that our implementation works similarly
to the original (see Table 2).

Table 2: Accuracy on the English RT movie reviews
dataset in %.

Description Results
Kim [1] randomly initialized 76.1
Kim [1] best result 81.5
CNN1 77.1
CNN2 76.2
LSTM 61.7
Confidence Interval ±0.8

We further performed evaluation on the current Se-
mEval 2016 ABSA dataset to allow comparison with the
current state-of-the-art methods. These results (see Ta-
ble 3) show that the used neural network architectures are
still quite far from the finely tuned state-of-the-art results.
However we need to remind the reader that our goal was
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Figure 3: Architecture of the LSTM network

not to achieve the state-of-the-art results, but to replicate
network architectures that are used for sentiment analysis
in English as well as some networks utilized for other tasks
in Czech.

Results on the Czech document-level datasets are shown
in Table 4. For the CSFD movie dataset, results are much
worse than the previous work. We believe that this is due
to the number of words used for representation. We used
50 words in all experiments and it may not suffice to fully
understand the review. This is supported by the fact that
the global target context [15] helps to improve the results
by 1.5%.

We applied three types of neural networks to the term
polarity (TP) and class polarity (CP) tasks and evaluated
them on the Czech aspect-level restaurant reviews dataset.
The results in Table 5 show markedly inferior results com-
pared to the state-of-the-art results 72.5% for the TP and
75.2% for the CP tasks in [17]. Best results are achieved
using the combination of words and stemms as input.

The inputs of the networks are one-hot vectors created
from words in the context window of the given aspect

term. We used five words in each direction of the searched
aspect term resulting in window size 11. We do not use any
weighting to give more importance to the closest words as
in [17].

For statistical significance testing, we report confidence
intervals at α 0.05.

CNN1 and CNN2 present similar results although the
average best performance is achieved by the CNN2 ar-
chitecture. The LSTM architecture consistently underper-
forms, we believe that this is due to the basic architecture
model.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we have presented the first attempts to classify
sentiment of Czech sentences using a neural network. We
evaluated three architectures.

We first performed experiments on two English corpora
mainly to allow comparability with existing work for sen-
timent analysis in English.
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Table 3: Accuracy on the English SemEval 2016 ABSA datasets in %.
Description Restaurants Laptops
SemEval 2016 best result 88 82
SemEval 2016 best constrained 88 75
CNN1 78 68
CNN2 78 71
LSTM 72 68
Confidence Interval ±3 ±3

Table 4: F-measure on the Czech document-level datasets in %.
Description CSFD Movies MALL Products Facebook Posts
Supervised Machine Learning [11] 78.5 75.3 69.4
Semantic Spaces [13] 80 78 -
Global Target Context [15] 81.5 - -
CNN1 stemmed 70.8 74.4 68.9
CNN2 stemmed 71.0 75.5 69.4
LSTM stemmed 70.2 73.5 67.6
Confidence Interval ±0.3 ±0.2 ±1.0

Table 5: Accuracy on the Czech aspect-level restaurant reviews dataset in %. W denotes words, S stemms and W+S the
combination of these inputs.

Term Polarity Class Polarity
Description \ Features W S W+S W S W+S
CNN1 65 66 67 65 66 68
CNN2 64 65 66 67 68 69
LSTM 61 62 62 65 65 64
Confidence Interval ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2

We have further experimented with three Czech corpora
for document-level sentiment analysis and one corpus for
aspect based sentiment analysis. The experiments proved
that the tested networks don’t achieve as good results as
the state-of-the-art approaches. The most promising re-
sults were obtained when using the CNN2 architecture.
However, regarding the confidence intervals, we can con-
sider the performance of the architectures rather compara-
ble.

The results show that Czech is much more complicated
to handle when determining sentiment polarity. This can
be caused by various properties of Czech language that
differ from English (e.g. double negative, sentence length,
comparative and superlative adjectives, or free word or-
der). Double or multiple negatives are grammatically cor-
rect ways to express negation in Czech while in English
double negative is not acceptable in formal situations or
in writing. Thus the semantic meaning of sentences with
double or multiple negatives is hard to determine. In En-
glish comparative and superlative forms of adjectives are
created by adding suffixes3 while in Czech suffixes and
prefixes are used. Informal texts can contain mixed irreg-
ular adjectives with prefixes and/or suffixes thus making it

3excluding irregular and long adjectives

harder to determine the semantic meaning of these texts.
The free word order can also cause difficulties to train the
models because the same thing may be expressed differ-
ently.

However, it must be noted that the compared approaches
utilize much richer information than our basic features fed
to the neural networks. The neural networks were also not
fine-tuned for the task. Therefore we believe that there
is much room for further improvement and that neural net-
works can reach or even outperform the state-of-the-art re-
sults.

We consider this paper to be the initial work on senti-
ment analysis in Czech using neural networks. Therefore,
there are numerous possibilities for the future work. The
obtained results must be thoroughly analysed to identify
cases where the neural networks fail. An interesting ex-
periment would be sentiment analysis on Czech data au-
tomatically translated to English. One possible direction
of further improvement is utilizing word embeddings to
initialize the embedding layer. We also plan to experi-
ment with neural networks on the other two tasks of aspect
based sentiment analysis – aspect term extraction and as-
pect category extraction. Another perspective is to develop
new neural network architectures for sentiment analysis.
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